
SESSION DESCRIPTIONS  

Tie Blankets: No Sewing!  Come and tie a blanket to take home 

MythBusters: Confirm or busted? Investigate some common myths to see if you can prove them right or 

wrong.  

Cake Boss: You are the BOSS! Put your cake decorating skills to test and create your own masterpiece.  

Yoga: Take some time and relax and stretch. Enjoy Yoga on the beach!  

Corcling: A corcl is a round, durable boat just for kids. This is perfect for those beginners who have never 

kayaked. Check out corcl.com for more info! 

Glacier Grooves: You are on an adventure to explore the Glacial Groove, see the marks they left on the 

island.  

Digital Art: Tap into your creative art skills using an iPad to explore the world of digital art.  

Escape Room: Can you solve the clue to make it out in time? Work together with the other campers to 

solve the riddles and escape. 

Board Games: Do you love to paly games!?Join us for a variety of board games.  

Science and Fun: Join Dr. Bob from The Ohio State University and play with some robots and fun science 

activities.  

Iron Chef: Think you can cook? How about a friendly competition to test your culinary skills? Don’t forget 

there is always a secret ingredient!  

Teambuilding: Work your way through the many obstacles and challenges using interactive games to 

build a strong T-E-A-M. 

Kayaking: Learn the skills of kayaking and paddle away on beautiful Lake Erie. (ages 11-13) 

Island Tour: Explore the sites of Kelleys island  

Movin’ & Groovin:  Wan to be a whiz on the dance floor? Join us to learn the cotton-eye Joe, cupid shuffle, 

fishing in the dark and more!  

Bike Riding: Check out the beauty of the island while riding bikes around the island.  You need to bring 

your own helmet (ages 10-13)  

Marble Coasters: Marbles galore! Enjoy engineering challenges, play marbles and much more!  

Rockets Away: Lets fly! Learn all about rockets and see if your rocket can fly the farthest. 

 



Sewing: Sew your own tote bag to take home all of your camp creations!  

Shooting Sport: How good is your aim? Learn some safety and see if you can hit the targets with our air 

rifles.  

Snap Circuits: It’s electrifying!  Make some basic circuits and then challenge yourself to build a radio.  

Cookies N Canvas: Enjoy some cookies while painting your masterpiece. 

Snorkeling: Put on some gear and explore to see what you can find.  

Fishing: “You get a line, I get a pole” down to the fishing hole we will go! But first, we must find some 

worms. 

Coding: Explore the world of coding using iPad. Create block code to make the robot draw square and 

move around the room.  

Outdoor Cooking: Cook some yummy treats over an open fire! You can eat what you make!   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 


